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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a flexible and practical
data protection scheme, fractional-overlap declustered parity
(FODP), to explore the trade-offs between fault tolerance and
rebuild performance. Our experiments show that FODP is able
to bring forth up to 99% less probability of data loss in the
presence of various failure regimes. Furthermore, by adding
one additional spare drive capacity within each server, FODP
yields up to 99% reduction in granularity of data loss.

1. Introduction
The emergence of Big Data as a major resource supporting scientific discovery, business intelligence, and social
media has led to the creation of massive storage systems
[1], [2], [3], [4] both in cloud infrastructure and in onpremise data centers. These storage systems often incorporate hundreds or thousands of storage nodes and tens of
thousands of spinning disks. To support the massive storage
capacities required to support Big Data analytics disk drive
vendors are increasing the capacity of common disk drives
with 16TB and 20TB drives commonplace and 24TB drives
announced for 2021. At the same time, disk enclosures have
also increased in size and now commonly house 104 or 106
drives in only 4U of rack space with current racks typically
42U or 48U tall. Thus, within a single data center rack it
has become commonplace to provide greater than 20PB of
data capacity provided by more than 1000 disk drives and
data centers may host hundreds or thousands of such racks
to support modern digital data.
While the number of disks in data centers is growing,
disk deployments are becoming less reliable due to increases
in track density, enclosure density and data center trends
toward operating disks in more extreme environments. Distributed storage systems also introduce new failure modes
such as rack failures [5], [6], cascading failures [7], [8],
[9], and power and cooling failures [10] that trigger the loss
of multiple storage system components within compressed
time windows. In order to make data services continuously available for both ingest and analysis it has become
necessary to employ data reliability schemes that protect
against multiple types and sources of failures. Many existing
reliability schemes work on two extremes, either enhancing
the rebuild performance [11], [12], [13] or improving fault
tolerance [14], [15], but how the interactions between fault
tolerance and rebuild time together impact system reliability

Figure 1. Comparison of data layouts in RAID-6 and FODP, where 2 + 2
erasure code (EC) represents 2 data and 2 parity blocks configuration,
which can tolerate up to 2 failures. RAID-6 separates disks into 4 independent disk arrays while FODP comprises of 8 disk subsets.

is still unclear. Motivated by that, we design a practical and
flexible tool, fractional-overlap declustered parity (FODP)
to explore the trade-offs between the number of failure
domains and rebuild performance. This gives us fine-grained
control to accommodate different reliability requirements
and system sizes. By utilizing Mutually Orthogonal Latin
Squares (MOLS), FODP can uniformly distribute data and
parity blocks across disks and map the given logical units
in the specified physical disks. This allows for adding additional parity on top of the FODP data layout and which
can reduce the quantity of data loss during failure bursts. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to achieve
the goal of reducing the probability of data loss in the
presence of correlated failures while significantly reducing
the magnitude of lost data.

2. Fractional-Overlap Declustered Parity
Traditional declustered parity originally used Balanced
Incomplete Block Designs (BIBD(v, k, λ)) [16], to distribute parity stripes of size k over v disks (e.g., declustered
layout), where λ is the number of disk sets that each pairwise combination of disks appears in and λ ≥ 1.When λ
is at least 1 it ensures that all disks are able to equally
participate in rebuilds because every disk has data overlapping with every other disk. For example, a declustered
parity scheme that maps 2+2 stripes into a 16 disk enclosure,
a λ value of 1 ensures that when a single disk fails the
15 remaining disks all participate equally in reading the
surviving blocks of each degraded stripe to rebuild the failed
disk. Less obvious is that the lower the λ value the more
total failures that can be tolerated. Figure 1(a) illustrates

this property using 16 disks and 4 non-overlapping 2+2
RAID6 arrays (i.e. the minimum possible λ). In this case
up to 8 disks can fail without data loss assuming that
those failures are distributed evenly across RAID groups.
Motivated by these observations, we propose fractionaloverlap declustered parity (FODP) λ < 1, which relaxes
the overlap constraint and allows disks to overlap less than
once with every other disk. As a result, many pair-wise
combinations exist, but a few pair-wise combinations are not
generated. This λ < 1 scheme enables a tradeoff between
rebuild performance and tolerating more disk failures by
adjusting λ between the minimum and 1. Figure 1(b) reorganizes the RAID-6 data layout by adding 4 declustered
disk subsets (e.g., the last 4 rows) in yellow and the 8 shaded
failures are still tolerated, but each disk in FODP is involved
in two disk subsets (i.e. 6 disks are able to participate in the
reconstruction), which make the rebuild 2x faster than the
RAID protection scheme.
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Table 1 compares the trade-off space for different λ. In
the case of λmin , each disk is involved in a single disk
subset, which is identical to a clustered RAID protection
scheme with high failures tolerance and slow disk rebuild.
The case of λ < 1 represents FODP, where placement
groups only partially overlap which brings moderate rebuild
performance and high fault tolerance. In the case of λ = 1,
it is a special type of full declustering [17] that tolerates
more disk failures compared to the case of λ > 1 with
identical rebuild performance. Lastly, λ > 1 is widely used
in declustered parity (DP) schemes and tolerates the fewest
disk failures.

2.1. FODP Construction
One practical limitation for λ = 1 DP placement
schemes is that they are hard to generate and are impossible
for many disk configurations (e.g. 8+2 parity with a 20 disk
enclosure). Because FODP relaxes the traditional constraint
and allows λ < 1 it is able to achieve tradeoffs similar to the
ideal DP configuration while also supporting more diverse
parity schemes and disk enclosure sizes. In order to describe
our latin squares approach of constructing FODP layouts we
first quantify the overlap fraction λ for each disk as below.
λ=

overlaps
v−1

where each disk has (stripe-width-1) overlapping disks
within a disk subset, and the overlaps is decided by the
number of disk subsets * (stripe-width-1), which reflects
the fraction that covers the remaining surviving (v-1) disks.

Figure 2. FODP layout by mapping MOLS into the disk matrix.

Definition 1. A Latin square is a nxn array over n elements
such that each element appears only once in each row and
column.
We start with a 4x4 Latin square L1 in Figure 2, where
each row and column are over elements of [1, 2, 3, 4].
To utilize the Latin square L1 , we organize the 16-disk
enclosure into a disk matrix where the number of row is
equal to stripe-width (e.g., rows 1, 2, 3, 4) and number of
columns is equal to the Latin square order n (e.g., columns
a, b, c, d). Similar to this, we specify columns a, b, c, d
for Latin squares in top. By matching the 4x4 Latin square
L1 with the 4x4 disk matrix, each row is able to represent
an independent 4-disk subset. For example, the first row
[1, 2, 3, 4] in red represents the coordinate [(1 a), (2 b),
(3 c), (4 d)], which translates into a new disk subset [D1,
D6, D11, D16]. Likewise, it’s the same for the other three
rows. Therefore, the Latin square L1 corresponds to 4 nonoverlapping disk subsets that cover the whole disk matrix
and the overlap fraction λ for each disk is 3/15.
Definition 2. Two latin squares L1 and L2 are called
mutually orthogonal when any ordered pair of entries from
each Latin square in the same row and column occurs
exactly once.
As explained above, L1 represents 4 non-overlapping
disk subsets, which would be the same for every other Latin
square. To generate more disk subsets, it is necessary to
use additional Latin squares. The only concern is avoiding
multiple overlaps with the existing disk subsets. In other
words, the L1 related disk subsets should overlap with L2
related disk subsets by at most one disk. Figure 2 illustrates
Mutually Orthogonal Latin Squares (MOLS) L1 , L2 and
L3 , where each row overlaps with each other row by at
most one overlapping element (e.g., the only overlapping
element of L11 ([1, 2, 3, 4]) and L21 ([1, 3, 4, 2]) is element
1). The idea behind it comes from unique order pair property
in Mutually orthogonal Latin squares, which guarantees the
single overlap property no matter how many Latin squares
we use. In essence, by applying more MOLS, we are able
to linearly increase the FODP overlap fraction λ. The norder MOLS is known to exist when n is a power of a
prime number [18]. Such valid n values exist for 4, 5, 7,
8, 9, 11, 13, 16, 17, 19, 23, 25, 27, 29, 31, 32, 37, 41,

43, 47, 49, 53, 59, 61, 64, 67, 71,73, 79, 81, 83, 89, 97 in
the range of 100. If the disk matrix is rectangular and the
number of columns meets the valid size in MOLS then this
approach ensures each disk is included in an equal number
of disk subsets guaranteeing an uniform and deterministic
data distribution. If the number of disks do not form a
rectangular matrix we can simply remove the last row of
disks and make certain to randomly substitute those disks
into subsequent MOLS. In this case additional overlaps
are possible and uneven data distributions may occur, but
all possible configurations are supported with similar fault
tolerance and rebuild characteristics to perfectly rectangular
matrices.

2.2. FODP-Plus-One
In FODP, if more than m failures occur simultaneously
within a single disk subset then all data in this subset will
be lost. Therefore, increasing the overlap fraction λ, which
increase the number of disk subsets, will increase the probability of data loss because the > m failures will hit one of
the subsets with a higher probability. Thus the total number
of disk subsets is a tradeoff between the probability of data
loss and the magnitude of data lost during a loss event.
FODP is originally designed for reducing the probability of
data loss with the property of λ < 1. To avoid the loss of
large amounts of data during a data loss event, we further
propose FODP-Plus-One to add a layer of parity on top of
the FODP stripes.

Figure 3. Additional parities P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 on top of FODP stripes are
placed in round robin fashion.

In Figure 3 we see the first blocks (e.g., S00 , S10 ...S11,0 )
in FODP stripes are always placed in column a (e.g., disks
D1 , D2 , D3 , D4 ), the second ones (e.g., S01 , S11 ...S11,1 )
are in column b, and so on. If we create an additional parity
Pi for the ith blocks in a set of FODP stripes, the parity
Pi is able to further protect against FODP stripe loss by
placing Pi on a disk in another column. This constructs
a two-dimensional parity scheme, but uses an additional
disk to store the vertical parity. Unlike existing schemes
like BIBD, PDDL [13], and dRAID [11], the ith blocks are
always spread over the disk enclosure because the additional
disk can be selected systematically. In the simplest rendition FODP-Plus-One simply places the additional parity
data P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 in round-robin fashion. A hypothetical
refinement is to perform round-robin across the disks not in
the original FODP disk subset, but the details of achieving
balance with this approach are complicated compared to the

round-robin approach presented here. Although the simple
round-robin placement cannot further reduce the probability
of data loss, it can maximally reduce the magnitude of
lost data. In this work we will limit our analysis to data
protection and address performance considerations in future
work.
Overall, FODP-Plus-One reduces the magnitude of data
loss because the additional parity on surviving drives can
recover large amounts of the lost data. Continuing our
example, assume D1 , D6 , and D11 fail simultaneously,
only the stripe S0 including blocks S00 , S01 , S02 , and S03
on disks [D1 , D6 , D11 , D16 ] will lose data. The parities
P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 on surviving disks like D2 , D3 D4 , D5 and
so on can help recover the vulnerable stripes. As a result,
the magnitude of the lost data can be significantly reduced.
If we configure FODP with the maximal overlap fraction
within λ < 1, the total number of disk subsets is equal to
the number of disk drives v . With one additional spare drive
of capacity (e.g., v +1) the data lost is reduced by (v −f )/v
(where f is the number of disk failures).

3. Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate storage system reliability
by addressing the following questions: (1) how do failure
sizes and failure distributions impact reliability? (2) how
does the overlap fraction explore the trade-offs between
rebuild performance and fault tolerance? To mimic a real
storage system, we consider Los Alamos National Laboratory’s Campaign storage system [19] composed of 4 pods,
each of which consists of 12 servers and each server is
configured with two 84-disk JBODs (e.g., 168 disk drives
per server). Note that to keep the FODP as similar to
the Campaign storage systems 85% storage overhead we
evaluate the protection schemes as if the servers have 169
disks per server and with parity configured at 11 + 2.
This is simply an artifact of trying to match the existing
configuration most closely for fairer comparisons. To make
these results applicable to emerging disk drive technology
the simulation presented in this paper assumes that each disk
drive is equipped with dual actuators and 16TB capacity, and
the disk rebuild bandwidth has been set at approximately
50M/s and the copyback bandwidth is around 400MB/s.

3.1. Correlated Failures
Our study of correlated failures is limited due to the lack
of contemporary failure data. In this section, we present
a series of correlated failure models that model failures
arriving closely in time, and we later evaluate the impact
of different failure regimes on system designs.
3.1.1. Dense Failures. Some recent work [20] in high performance computing systems shows that failures are highly
correlated in time resulting in time periods with higher
failure density. It observes that 75% of failures just occur
within 25% of the system lifetime. As a result, the periods
of higher failure density could result in a MTBF multiples

3.1.2. Batch Failures. The assumption that failures occur
separately from each other is not always valid because many
failure types can be traced to batches of components (e.g.
a run of disks manufactured with a less effective bearing
lubricant). As shown in [8], if one disk has failed in a batch,
it is more likely to trigger another disk failure in that same
batch. To study batch failures, [22], [23] model the initial
failures that happen randomly during the useful lifetime of
disks in an independent way while the cascading characteristic results in failures that happen in rapid succession (e.g.,
10 times faster [9]).
Type
Dense failures
Batch failures

Model
Exp( M T1BF ) || Poisson( M T1BF )
Exp( M T1BF ) & Exp( 0.1∗M1 T BF )

Probability of Data Loss

higher than the average. In particular, failures in [6], [21]
are sometimes time-correlated across hours and days due
to environmental effects, firmware bugs, or transient workloads. Although these correlations do not hold over the life
of systems, the existence of these highly correlated failures
within compressed time windows may make existing storage
system data protection schemes highly vulnerable to data
loss.

Poisson

3.2. Impact of Failures
To study the effects of failure sizes and distributions on
system reliability, we vary the percent of disk failures and set
the ratio of MTBF to MTTR at 0.5 to parameterize the dense
Poisson, dense Exponential, and batch cascade failures. We
compare multiple parity schemes including RAID, traditional declustered parity (DP), Single-Overlap Declustered
Parity(SODP), FODP (e.g., with maximal overlap fraction
13/14), and FODP+1.
Figure 4 shows the probability of data loss (PDL) by
varying the number of failed disks from 0.2% to 1.0%.
The probability of data loss increases with the percent of
failures for each failure distribution and protection scheme.
Interestingly, the probability of data loss in DP slightly
outperforms RAID for Poisson while RAID exceeds DP
in Exponential. We note that the Exponential distribution
results in more outlier failures which makes RAID, with
its higher fault tolerance, stand out even more. Likewise,
RAID is much more efficient than DP in batch failures,
where tolerating more failures is most important. Note that,
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Figure 4. Comparison of failure sizes and distributions. From left to right,
the figures show the probability of data loss (PDL) resulting from dense
Poisson, dense Exponential, and batch cascade failures.

FODP+1 only improves FODP with respect to the amount
of lost data instead of the probability of data loss, that is
why we just compare FODP and SODP. Overall, FODP experiences almost the same probability of data loss as SODP
with slightly lower rebuild performance and higher fault
tolerance. Compared to RAID and DP, SODP and FODP
experience lower PDL in Poisson and Exponential dense
failures due to higher fault tolerance and faster rebuilds
while they have slightly higher PDL rates in batch cascading
failures where PDL is mainly governed by fault tolerance.
Poisson
Lost Data (TB)

TABLE 2. P OISSON AND E XPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION MODELS USED
IN CORRELATED FAILURES .

Table 2 summarizes the failure models we will use in
this paper. For dense failures, we use two separate distributions with failure events arriving according to a Poisson
distribution or Exponential distribution. For batch failures,
we use a model combining two Exponential distributions,
where first failure may trigger an additional failure stream
(e.g., 3 to 6 cascading failures [22]) that occurs at a 10x
faster failure rate.
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Figure 5. Comparison of the amount of lost data for each incident resulting
from dense Poisson, dense Exponential, and batch cascade failures.

Figure 5 compares the average amount of lost data when
a data loss event occurs. As discussed before, reducing the
number of failure domains can reduces the probability of
data loss at a cost of greater data lost during any data loss
event. As expected, RAID experiences the highest amount of
lost data, FODP and SODP have lower magnitudes of data
loss with DP losing the least data. As the number of failed
disks increases, the amount of lost data in RAID is slightly
increased while the lost data in DP is greatly increased
and even exceeds FODP and SODP in the presence of 1%
failures in above three failure distributions. In SODP and
FODP, additional failures increase the probability of data
loss rather than the amount of lost data, which indicates
that the data loss magnitude in FODP and SODP is not
highly sensitive to such small variation in failures. Likewise,
FODP+1 just experiences one data loss incident each time,
thus the amount of lost data remains the same in Poisson
and Exponential and just slightly increases in batch failures.
With one additional spare drive capacity within each server
FODP+1 not only reduces the probability of data loss
like SODP and FODP but also significantly reduces the
magnitude of data loss.

4. Related Work

3.3. Impact of Overlap Fraction

Rebuild Time (Hours)

To explore the effects of overlap fractions we adjust λ
using FODP to compare the rebuild time and probability of
data loss for Poisson, Exponential dense failures, and batch
cascade failures.
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Figure 6. Rebuild time comparison.

Figure 6 compares the rebuild time among RAID, FODP
with different overlap fractions λ (e.g., 1/7-6/7), SODP and
DP. As expected, there is a distinct correlation between overlap fraction and rebuild time. RAID takes the longest time
(e.g., 93.2 hours) to rebuild a single disk failure. FODP with
differing overlap fractions shows the diminishing rate of
increase rebuild time as it approaches it’s minimum rebuild
time at λ ≥ 1 configurations. We note that the improvement
in rebuild times is not linear, but logarithmically decreasing
due to the fixed amount of work being distributed over a
larger number of disks.
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Figure 7. The figure shows the probability of data loss (PDL) resulting from
1% disk loss due to dense Poisson, dense Exponential and batch cascade
failures.

Figure 7 compares the probability of data loss by varying
overlap fraction λ from the minima 1/14 (RAID) to the
maxima 14/14 (SODP) with 1% failures under various
MTBF to MTTR ratios. As we can see, the probability of
data loss in Poisson and Exponential failures decreases as
λ increases. More interestingly we see that the PDL curves
increase with λ up to some peak, but then decrease as λ
approaches 1. This phenomena is due to the time required
to achieve 1% disk failures and the rebuild rate of the
selected λ. With the MTBF to MTTR ratio set at 0.2 it
takes 22 hours for 1% of the disk population to fail. At
λ = 5/7 the disk rebuild time is reduced to 11 hours and
the PDL begins to decrease. We see this effect in all of the
Batch Cascade curves where, as the MTBF is increased, the
minimum necessary rebuild performance is decreased and
lower lambda values become viable though better rebuild
performance still provides incremental PDL improvements.

Existing work for improving storage fault tolerance falls
into two categories: (1) adding redundancy, and (2) reducing
failure domains. In the case of adding redundancies, many
erasure codes [14], [24] layouts the data with one horizontal
and one vertical parity, which essentially protect data in
two dimensions. By applying this design principle, CORE
core creates additional vertical parities by XOR operations
cross objects in different stripes. Furthermore, Uber Parity
[25] and RAIDP [26] store the additional vertical parities
on small auxiliary storage devices like NVRAM attached
to disks. These local storage devices fail separately from
disks, which can be used to recover data when disk failures
overwhelm the single stripe redundancy. Copyset replication
[15] was designed for reducing failure domains in data
replication using three copies within large-scale clusters
composed of thousands of nodes.
Many approaches to enhancing the reconstruction performance for declustered data have been described in literature. The construction of declustered layouts vary from
deterministic distribution schemes like [12], [27] for small
disk arrays to near-optimal schemes [11], [28] for large disk
arrays. Single-Overlap Declustered Parity [17] applies the
copyset idea to declustered parity to explore reducing the
number of failure domains for declustered parity to dramatically improve fault tolerance while maintaining the identical
rebuild performance. FODP, presented here, provides a more
practical and flexible declustered parity scheme with similar
failure and rebuild characteristics. Unlike HACFS [29] to
use two different erasure codes, our FODP can adapt to different workload requirements with only one uniform erasure
code. Furthermore, by adding one additional parity on top
of FODP, our FODP plus one can dramatically reduce the
magnitude of lost data.

5. Conclusion
Due to trends in disk drives, enclosures, and deployments we believe we are entering a period where failure
events are becoming more common rather than less common. In this paper we revisit storage system fault tolerance
and rebuild performance under a diverse set of correlated
failure events. To study the joint effects of these reliability
characteristics this paper describes a practical and flexible declustered parity scheme, fractional-overlap declustered
parity (FODP), that enables the exploration of trade-offs
between rebuild performance and the number of failure
domains. Our experimental results suggest that equally emphasizing the two perspectives does not achieve a midpoint
in system reliability – and is sometimes the least reliable
configuration. Meanwhile, FODP can reduce probability of
data loss by up to 99% compared to declustered parity for
various failure regimes while FODP-Plus-One can further
reduce 99% of the magnitude of data loss with a single
additional spare drive capacity within each server.
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